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1-003 27-Feb-2016 IENC Download Cannot download IENC charts from the USACE server using the "location" 

node in the chart catalog record.  This appears to be a Cold Fusion file.  

When I attempt to download it using the web Client class I get an HTML 

document from a network services company - most likely a company that 

has the contract to develop the USACE chart download function.  Have 

sent a message to the USACE requesting assistance on how to process 

this cfm file.

Found the correct URI for the chart files, which 

does not include the CFM file.  Then added "User-

agent" value of "ChartManager" to the HTTP 

header.  This later fix is used by the ENC and 

RNC download as well.  It is not required by the 

NOAA server, but appears to do no harm.  It 

appears the UACE server doesn't care what the 

User-agent value is as long as it is not blank.

1-Mar-2016 1.6.3.10

1-004 1-Mar-2016 Unzip Fail The Unzip function part of a chart download fails if the chart folder does not 

exist.  I guess I've been doing all of my testing will a fully populated chart 

library for RNC and ENC charts.  Problem came up when working on IENC 

library, which is missing many charts.  I deleted the "50" chart folder from 

the RNC library and got the same failure.  Need to create the folder before 

starting the unzip or have the unzip function create the folder.  This 

appears to be a problem with the "Download Selected Chart" function.  The 

list download checks to insure the chart folder exists and if not creats the 

folder.

Added code in the FileUnzip function to create the 

directory from the archive entryi.  Removed the 

code in formChartDownLoad that used an 

assumed directory name based on the chart 

name.  That might change in the future.

1-Mar-2016 1.6.3.10

1-005 1-Mar-2016 IENC Date Stamp The date in the IENC chart calalog for a S57 chart does not correlate with 

the date of the unzip "*.000" file.  The date of the folder is updated by the 

unzip function and should be used for the date comparison.

Added code to create the directory if it does not 

exist prior to performing the unzip.

7-Mar-2016 1.6.4.1

1-006 21-Mar-2016 IENC Zipfile errors The IENC catalog on the USACE website can sometimes contain errors 

that generate exceptions in the program.  The first one encountered was a 

typo error in the name of one zipfile.  That was corrected by the USACE 

with a catalog update a few weeks later.  The most recent was erroneous 

entries in one of the zipfiles, which were folder names not file files.  The 

unzip process I use could not handle the errors.  The program did not 

abort, but the actual files that were in the zipfile could not be added to the 

chart library.  Need to detect this invalid entries and ignore them.

Added code to ignore any entry in a zipfile that 

does not have a file name

16-Mar-2016 1.6.4.4

1-007 27-Mar-2016 IENC Base Address The ChartDownload form requires the base URL address for IENC charts 

to be set by the calling routine.  If the calling routine is not downloading 

IENC charts then this base address must be "".  The download function in 

ChartGroups was not clearing this variable for non-IENC charts causing an 

invalid URL to be sent to the NOAA server.

ChartGroups now insures that the base address I 

blank for all but IENC downloads.  Got another 

download error after making this change, but then 

I could not reporduce that secondary problem, so 

there may still be a problem here.

28-Mar-2016 1.6.4.6

1-009 31-Mar-2016 BSB file parse A common problem with the BSB parsing routine is handling an end of line 

(EOL) as the terminator of a field rather than the comma (,) character.  In 

this case the parsing of the KAP file chart names did not pick up the name 

if it was terminated by the EOL.  The real problem was that the kaparray 

table was incremented before the name was parsed, leaving a null entry in 

the table if the name was missed.  This causes a program exception halt 

when that table entry is accessed.

The BSB and KAP parse subroutines have been 

re-written to prevent null entries in the arrays and 

out of range indeces.

2-Apr-2016 1.6.4.7

1-009 5-Apr-2016 KAPparse Error - PLY The KAPparse routine allowed invalid indeces for the vertex points in the 

"PLY" entries.  Also the ChartCatalogBld form was passing an invalid file 

name for the KAP file.

Added checks and corrections for these errors. 5-Apr-2016 1.6.4.9

1-009 9-Apr-2016 Group Coverage Display The display of the coordinates covered by a chart group (not the selection 

criteria area) is only displayed the first time a group is selected. The 

coverage area is captured during the member select process, which only 

happens the first time the group is selected.

Added cells in the chart group array to save the 

coverage area during the selection.  These cells 

are then used to populate the area coverage text 

blocks when the group is selected.

9-Apr-2016 1.6.4.10

1-012 13-Apr-2016 KAP File Update List For KAP files that do not have any edition updates ("/AREnnn") the RNC 

Librarfy form was not clearing some of the text from the previous chart.

Corrected code to show the correct text for KAP 

files with no edition updates.

13-Apr-2016 1.6.4.11

1-012 13-Apr-2016 Exception in IENC Using the program on my Nav computer received a Null exception when 

downloading the lastest IENC catalog.  The "ref_spec"vers" checked 

added in 1.6.4.11 does not work with the IENC catalog because the header 

element is spelled "Header", not "header" as it is in the RNC and ENC 

catalogs.

Corrected the element name to "Header".  Also 

added a Try…Catch…End Try around the xml 

access code to prevent a program exception if 

the USACE folks change this name.  Similar 

checks should be done on other xml element 

reads.

13-Apr-2016 1.6.4.12
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1-015 18-Apr-2016 URL Date Check In version 1.6.4.11 I added a check on URLs for the download of chart 

catalogs to determine if a later catalog version has been posted.  The 

routine that checks the URL dates checks first if a network connection jis 

available, and if not, returns a date of today.  The makes each of the date 

check routines to determine an updated catalog is available and display a 

msgbox to that effect.  Of course, since the network is not available no 

download would be possible, so the alert is worse than just wrong.

Changed the URL date check routine to return a 

blank string if the network is not available and 

added tests in the calling routine to disregard the 

blank date.

18-Apr-2016 1.6.4.12

1-010 9-Apr-2016 Long running thread Received an exception that the program was running too long in a single 

thread.  Did not capture all of the text of the exception.  The process 

underway was the generation of a large chart collection.  I've noticed 

before that the program seems to hang during this process.  Need to 

capture all of the info on the exception on the next occurrence. 

Closed for non-recurrence 11-May-2016 1.6.4.14

1-011 11-Apr-2016 Lost link to zipfiles The Chart Catalog Create form did not save the link to the base and 

update zip files for the Download Source charts (NZ).  I manually reset the 

links and the dates and the program saved and recovered the values.  

Somehow the form is closing, but not saving these values, but I cannot 

reproduce the problem in my testing.  

Could not reproduce this problem.  Closed for no 

recurrence for nearly a month

11-May-2016 1.6.4.14

1-014 16-Apr-2016 NOAA Catalog Changes With the NOAA ENC and RNC files released on 4/14, the node name for 

the header data in the xml files was changed from "header" to "Header".  

Xml files are case sensitive, so the program code the parsed this section of 

the catalogs failed with a program exception.  The user can select 

"continue" to ignore the exception and the program will process the rest of 

the catalog info correctly.  However, this points out how the program is 

very sensitive to changes to the xml file. I expect this was a preparation 

error on NOAA's part and will be corrected with the next catalog released, 

but other changes may require permanent coding changes.

This may have not been a change, but it's just 

that the program did not use the Header node 

before.  Have set the check for "Header" not 

"header".

11-May-2016 1.6.4.14

1-015 11-May-2016 No Master Catalog File With a new version number for the program the setting for the Master 

Catalog file folder is blank.  When the Other RNC form attempts to build a 

list of the other catalog sources a null exception is generated.

The Other RNC menu item is intially if the Master 

Catalog file is not specified.  Once the Create 

Catalog form establishes this file, the menu item 

is enabled.

11-May-2016 1.6.4.14

1-008 28-Mar-2016 Collection Generate After downloading updated charts for a collection, the program prompts the 

user to (re)generate the collection by copying the charts to the collection 

folder.  When the generation is performed in response to this prompt often 

a program exception is generated because access to the folder or chart 

files in the first chart in the collection is denied.

So far this had only happened with my Nav 

computer.  I have not been able to reproduce the 

problem on my test system.  Closed for non-

recurrence.

11-May-2016 1.6.4/14

1-016 21-May-2016 Initial Source Error When a new collection is created the source (NOAA, USACE, Other) is 

blank which sends the display processing to the Other criteria even though 

a source has not been established.

Added check for collection initialization in the 

display routine.  If the collection has just been 

created by the "ADD" button, the display 

subroutine exists.

21-May-2016 1.6.5.1

1-017 23-May-2016 RNC Library Form Init Going back many versions, the formRNCChartLibrary was taken 10-15 

seconds to intialize and display the library information.  After the initial 

display the delay was minimal.

Discovered that the form was parsing the BSB for 

every chart in the library.  This is only necessary 

when a few of the chart filters are active, which 

they are not when the form is initially shown.  

Added a check to see if any of the filters that 

require data from the BSB file are checked, and if 

not the BSB parsing is bypassed.

23-May-2016 1.6.5.2

1-018 23-May-2016 Chart Collection xml File With version 1.6.5 the internal format of the xml file for Chart Collections 

was changed and the program no longer will load a Chart Collections xml 

file generated by a previous program version.  Once this happens the text 

box for the folder containing the xml file is cleared preventing a new file 

from being generated and the program cannot save a new set of chart 

collections.

Added code to delete the xml Collections file 

when the program version compatibility test fails.  

The location value for the file remains unchanged.  

Any collections created will be saved to a new 

xml file.

25-May-2016 1.6.5.3 Should probably copy  or rename the 

old file so it can be checked at a later 

time.

1-019 25-May-2016 Chart Catalog Delete The delele of a catalog from the formChartCatalogCreate was not done 

correctly.  I would cause the access to all catalogs after the removed one 

in the catalog combobox to be invalid.

When the Delete button is clicked, the name for 

the deleted item in the MasterCatalogArray is 

changed to "<removed>".  This leaves the array 

indeces for the other catalogs unchanged.  The 

form will not allow the user to select any item in 

the combobox with the name "<removed>", and 

those items are not saved to the MasterCatalog 

xml file on exit from the form.

25-May-2016 1.6.5.3
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1-020 26-May-2016 AreaTest Exception While creating Chart Collections received several out-of-range exceptions 

as processing jumped to the validation routine for area coordinate criteria.  

This was activated by the Leave event for one of the criteria coordinates, 

which had not been selected or modified.  Somehow the form must have 

been triggered by the textbox control, but I cannot figure out how.

As a stop gap I've added a test for the 

lGroupIndex value > -1 before continuing the 

processing from any of the area critieria controls.  

This shouldn't be necessary, but it will prevent the 

exception.

26-May-2016 1.6.5.4

1-022 16-Jun-2016 Documentation Download When the users selects one of the documents from the Help menu, the 

program is supposed to compare the date of the download URL for the 

document agains the date of the last downloaded document file and only 

download the file if a later version is available.  Currently the program 

downloads the file everytime the document is selected on the Help menu.

User error.  I created and uploaded the new 

version of the Word document, but forgot to 

create the PDF version and upload that.file.  

There was a program error in that the date 

comparison was expecting the dates of the files to 

be the same if the file on the PC was the latest 

version.  Changed to download if the PC file date 

is older than the date of the URL file.

16-Jun-2016 1.7.0.1

1-023 17-Jun-2016 Click_Obce Abort With program version 1.7.0.1 I had to renew the security certificate for the 

application.  That was necessary to even run the program in debug mode.  

When I finally published 1.7.0.1 and attempted to install it on my 

development PC, the Click_Once runtime program aborted with a program 

exception.  I eventually got the installation process working, but I'm not 

sure what did it.

I eventually turned off/modified all of the security 

and signing settings until I had them back to 

where they were several versons ago.  Then the 

installation processed completed normally.

17-Jun-2016 1.7.0.1 This may still bite me in the future

1-026 29-Jul-2016 Empty chart list in Cat 

Creator form

When the Chart Catalog Creator form is first displayed the chart list for the 

first catalog  are empty.  If another catalog  is selected, the chart file list are 

populated.  If the first catalog is then selected, its chart lists will be 

populated.  This appears to be due to the form initialization process.

Added call to BldChartFileLists whenever the 

ChartCatalogName combobox index is changed.

29-Jul-2016 1.7.0.6

1-027 3-Aug-2016 Download Source Unzip 

Error

When the NZ base file was downloaded the files were unzipped into the 

BSB_ROOT folder for NOAA charts.  The catalog xml file for the NZ charts 

was updated with the date of the base file and the catalog was saved to the 

NZ chart folder.  The result was that there were no charts in the NZ folder 

from which to create the chart contents of the catalog, and the date of the 

base file was saved.  The form then would not enable the download button 

for the base file because the date of the latest file downloaded was the 

same as the zip file on the NZ website.  

Could not discover how the destination chart 

directory was mixed up.  Probably still a timing 

problem with intializing the form.  The download 

buttons are no longer disabled if the date of the 

last download matches that of the URL.  This will 

allow the zipfile to be downloaded regardless of 

the file dates. 

3-Aug-2016 1.7.0.7 This fix exposes a program bug (1-

028) that the user could download 

the update zipfile even if it is older 

than the base file.  The result would 

be to overwrite the latest charts with 

older ones.  

1-029 3-Aug-2016 Unzip File Directory Some chart files have the XXX_ROOT directory built into the zip file.  For 

this reason the FileUnzip subroutine assumes the XXX_ROOT directory is 

specified as the unzip destination and used the parent directory as the 

destination folder.  Otherwise the unzip function will create a new 

XXX_ROOT directory under the existing XXX_ROOT folder.  However not 

all zipfiles specify the directory for the files, and not all chart sources will be 

set up to use the XXX_ROOT as the destination folder.  The result is files 

can be unzipped to the wrong directory.

Modified the FileUnZip subroutine to compare the 

base folder name in the extraction path to the 

uppermost folder name in the file archive entry.  If 

the folder names are the same then use the 

parent path of the extraction path to extract the 

archive entry.

3-Aug-2016 1.7.0.8

1-030 4-Aug-2016 Chart list Difference in 

formOtherRNCChartLibrary

After having downloaded missing charts for the BrasilHTML source the 

program generates an Index Out of Range exception whenever the 

Missing Check cb is chedked.  The array of charts in the ORNCArray has 

one less member than the ORNCCatalogArray(Lcat).charts array.  This 

exception persists after the master catalog has been reloaded and after the 

BrasilHTMLCatalog has been re-created.

The ORNCArray chart list is created by the 

LoadOtherChartList subroutne when the chart 

soure is selected from the combogo.  The chart 

list in the ORNCArray is built from the contents of 

the Chart Catalog file for the chart source.  The 

ORNCCatalogArray is created when the form is 

shown by the LoadOtherCatalogList suroutine.  

The LoadOtherCatalogList finds 356 charts in the 

chart folder, but there are only 355 subfolders and 

there are only 355 charts in the catalog.  Chart 

4418 in the BrasilHTML chart folder contains two 

BSB files (4418.BSB and PLANO4418.BSB) as 

well as two associated KAP files.  The program 

has been modified to ignore the second BSB file 

in a sub-folder of the base chart folder.

5-Aug-2016 1.7.0.9 This situation has only surfaced with 

the BrasilHTML charts.  If I can 

modify the catalog build routine to 

include the 2nd (or more) charts in 

one subfolder then the program 

should be able to handle this issue.
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1-031 13-Aug-2016 Not Clearing ENC Chart 

Folder Before Udate

ENC zip files contain the new or re-issed ENC cell in the .000 file.  If the zip 

file represents an update to the cell it will also contain the update files as 

.001 - .nnn files.  When the cell is re-issued or issued as a new cell the zip 

file does not include the update files.  The program does not delete the 

contents of the chart folder before unzipping the download file.  If the zip 

file is a new or re-issued cell then the existing update files should be 

deleted, but they are not.  This may cause the chart plotting software to 

apply an old update to a new cell.  The program should delete the contents 

of the folder before unzipping the new contents.

Added code to formENCChartCatalogData to 

delete all files in the directory of each chart before 

it is downloaded.  This was the simplest way to 

solve the problem, but a better method is 

required.  Whatever the final solution is must be 

implemented for IENC charts as well.  The 

solution is not required for the RNC charts as 

there are no incremental update files for these 

charts.

14-Aug-2016 1.7.0.10 This is not the best solution.  When 

downloading charts, if the download 

is unsuccessful the chart files have 

been deleted and now the chart is 

missing, not just out of date.  A better 

solution is to delete all files in the 

chart folder that are not included in 

the archive file.  That solution will 

required more re-coding of the 

doownload processes.

1-032 7-Sep-2016 "&" in xml file I entered the ampersand character as part of the title of several charts in 

the Paper Chart Library.  This is an illegal character for xml data.  The 

ampersand needs to be encoded for xml processing, or replaced by "and" 

or at least just removed.

Used the RemoveSplChar function to remove any 

such characers from the paper Chart ID, and 

Description.

7-Sep-2016 1.7.1.0 May want to add reformatting of the 

characters in a form acceptable to 

xml.

1-034 23-Sep-2016 Lat or Lon = 0.00 The formPT data entry form treats a coordinate value of zero as nothing 

and invalid.  

Changed the null value generated by DblDegrees 

to 361 from nothing.  Now the data entry form 

uses 361 as the invalid value returned by 

DblDegrees.

23-Sep-2016 1.7.1.5 This still needs thinking about 

handling degree values > 360

1-035 23-Sep-2016 Items checked for Import Never implemented the code to handle the individual checking of items to 

import from the file list

Import processing of the file list now works the 

same as the export list processing

23-Sep-2016 1.7.1.5

1-036 23-Sep-2016 Missing Import Files If the Import zip file contains files for which the program has not 

established directories, the program will fail.

Added check to see if the directory specified in 

the program settings exists, and if not  the field in 

the file list is blank.  When Import button clicked, 

the target directory for each file is checked and if 

doesn't exist or is blank a directory is requested.  

If no directory is supplied that import item is 

skipped.

23-Sep-2016 1.7.1.6

1-037 30-Sep-2016 USCB Buoy File Added code in 1.7.1.7 to copy the bouy overlay file to IENC chart 

collections.  This is done before the collection is generated, which deletes 

all files in the collection folder before copying the new contents.  Thus after 

the group is generated the buoy file is no longer included.

Added check to collection generation form to 

check if the collection is an IENC collection and if 

the incldude bouy file option is checked, to copy 

the buoy file to the just generated collection.

30-Sep-2016 1.7.1.8 Unitl 17.1.8 is published, the 

workaround is to re-check the include 

bouy file option after the collection 

has been re-generated.

1-038 2-Oct-2016 Display of ENC text files This bug actually surfaced several months ago, but I failed to record it at 

that time.  The display of ENC chart text files was added sometime ago, 

but never worked because of a problem in the Shell.Execute function.

Moved the ChartManagerDocumentDisplay 

function to the ChartManagerMaster module so it 

can be called from the ENC and IENC forms.  

Don't really know why this routine works and the 

others didn't, but the display of text files now 

works

2-Oct-2016 1.7.1.8

1-039 2-Oct-2016 No "nm" element in ENC 

catalog item

Chart US509890 does not have a "nm" element in the ENC Chart Catalog.  

This causes an exception in the formENCChartCatalogData.

Used a Case Select procedure in the ENC display 

subroutine to get the catalog values to be 

displayed.  If an element in the chart node is 

missing the program does not attempt to extract a 

value.  This is probably how all of the xml access 

routines should work.  This is just the first 

instance of where a required element in the ENC 

catalog is missing.

3-Oct-2016 1.7.1.8 This is an error in the NOAA catalog, 

but the program needs to be able to 

handle any element that is missing.  

The correction works for this 

instance, but it needs to be applied to 

other xml accesses.  A better way 

may be to just load the contents of 

the xml file into a large array.  That 

way the xml access code will be in 

one place in the program, not 

scattlered throughout.

1-040 25-Oct-2016 Case and Spl Chars in 

ChartID

NOAA is very good about keeping the BSB file name and the Chart ID 

exactly the same.  This allow me to use the Chart ID has the key for finding 

the chart files in the catalog and in the chart library on the PC.  Several 

other chart sources (e.g., Brasil) are not so scrupulous.  For example there 

is a Brasil RNC chart with the ID of "ti-10" on the HTML page from which 

the program downloads the charts.  However the BSB file in the 

downloaded zipfile has a name of "TI_10".  The program will successfully 

download the chart, but cannot find the unzipped filesl because of the 

name difference.

The program only compares uppercase (ucase) 

versions of the Chart ID and the BSB file name.  If 

this fails the program then removes all special 

(i.e., no alphanumeric) chars from both strings.

26-Oct-2016 1.7.1.10 This fixed the "ti-10" issue, but I am 

afraid this method may also result in 

some erroneous matches.  So far no 

oscurrences, but I may need a better 

way to locat the charts - a rogram 

generated key, for example.  That 

would be a major re-write.

1-042 29-Oct-2016 NZ Update File creates 

duplicate chart folders and 

files

When the update zipfile for the NZ charts is downloaded and unzipped the 

contents do not replace the existing charts, but create duplicate folder and 

chart files.

Added code to delete the existing chart file before 

unzipping the new one.  This fixed one problem, 

but exposed another (1-043)

29-Oct-2016 1.7.1.10 Fix exposed bug 1-043
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1-043 29-Oct-2016 Space in zipfile folder names With the 10/2016 NZ update zipfile, the directory name for some of the 

charts had a space in the middle (e.g., the folder for chart NZ61 is NZ 61).  

The program depends on the folder name and the BSB file name be the 

same.

Fixed the problem in the Chart Catalog form for 

the Download Source charts (NZ) by removing 

any space charaters in the file names.  Not sure if 

the problem exists in other downloaded charts.

29-Oct-2016 1.7.1.10 This reflects a continuing problem of 

the file and folder naming for the 

download files.  Each of the chart 

sourcess can have typos or just 

inadvedent changes that can cause 

the program to not find a chart.

1-044 17-Nov-2016 Exception in auto generation 

of IENC collection

Chart collections experiences an exception after an IENC collection has 

been updated before the option to re-generate has been offered.  The 

regeneration can still be accomplished by clicking the regenerate button.

The xml element, xItem, was not being set for 

IENC charts that use a base URL for downloads.  

Added instruction to set the xItem value.

20-Nov-2016 1.7.1.11

1-045 4-Jan-2017 BrasilHTM charts not found 

on download

This is a bug introduced by the fix for 1-040.  To overcome the inconsistent 

use of upper and lower case in the Brasil chart page, 1-040 converted the 

data from the page to upper case.  This fixed the problem of parsing the 

HTML page, but the URLs picked up were partially uppercase, which does 

not match the actual URL on the Brasil server.

Changed the code to use upper case to parse the 

page, but left the data in the orginal case.

4-Jan-2017 1.7.1.12

1-046 12-Jan-2017 No folder for Chart Source During the process of loading the charts from sources other than NOAA, 

the program will generate an exception if the folder for the charts does not 

exist.  In this case I had deleted the folder, but had not deleted the chart 

source in the program.  

Added check that the folder for an other chart 

source exists before building the list of the charts.  

If the directory does not exist it is created.

12-Jan-2017 1.7.1.12

1=-048 26-Feb-2017 Don't pick up the Brasil chart 

name for HTML source 

pages

The Catalog Creator picks up the chart ID, URL and chart region when the 

page is parsed, but not the title of the chart.  

None, picking up the chart title would make the 

parse routine specific to the Brasil HTML page.  

For now the chart tile is picked up when the chart 

is downloaded and the the title is parsed from the 

BSB file.

26-Feb-2017 n/a The parse routine works off the 

HTML cell that contains the URL of 

the chart zip file.  In the case of the 

Brasil page, the chart title is in the 

previous cell, but there is no 

character sequence to search for to 

identify the cell as the chart title.  The 

URL cell has the "<a Href=" 

sequence to key off of.  I can pick up 

the Brasil region name from the "<th 

colspan="6" >" sequence, which is 

specific to the Brasil page, but does 

not cause problems on other pages.  

To pick up the chart title would 

require exception code to test for the 

source being Brasil.  I may do that in 

the future, but for now I want to avoid 

as much exception code as possible.

1-021 1-Jun-2016 Collection not saved With version 1.7, the save function in Chart Collections appears to be 

disabled.  I can update a collection, but the changes are not saved when I 

exit the form.  Have not tried creating a new collection.

It appears I corrected this problem sometime in 

the past, but did not document the fix.  I've 

arbitrarily assigned the fix to version 1.7.2.0

22-Mar-2017 1.7.2.0

1-050 21-Mar-2017 Collection without chart form 

specified can be created but 

processed.

The Chart Collection form allows a collection to be created and saved to 

the ChartGroups.xml file, but when that collection is selected from the drop 

down list the program says it is invalid.  The collection cannot be deleted or 

updated.

The save routine should check to insure all of the 

necessary criteria are specified before writing the 

collection to the xml file.  If the error still happens 

the collection should be deleted.

22-Mar-2017 1.7.2.0 Added check that the chart form has 

been specified berfore marking the 

collections as having been changed.  

The ChartGroupChanged sub also 

checks to see if the from of the chart 

has been specified

1-001 24-Feb-2016 Download Error Process During download of a file, if the download is canceled or an error occurs 

the program generates multiple msgbox responses.  In the case of an 

external error the program remains in a continuous error loop.  The 

program uses the standard web client class to perform the download within 

a Try...Catch procedure.  The cancel download process normally stops 

after several msgbox displays.  The one time an error was encountered I 

had to kill the program with Task Manager.

Eliminated the msgbox that confirms the 

cancellation.  I assume the cancellation is still 

generating multiple calls, but they are now 

invisible to the user.

31-Mar-2017 1.7.2.1 I can find no documentation on why 

the multiple returns from the 

download function ocurr after a 

cancel.

1-002 27-Feb-2016 Chart Group Conflict OpenCPN appears to take exclusive use of a chart file when it is part of the 

active group.  The Chart Group copy function fails if the program attempts 

to update the active group.  The program recovers because of the 

Try…Catch procedure, but it should look ahead and determine that a file 

cannot be updated before starting the copy process.

See 1-051 31-Mar-2017 1.7.2.1



ChartManager Bug Fix Record
Bug 

Number

Date Title Description Corrective Action Date 

Corrected

Corrected 

Version

Comments

1-028 3-Aug-2016 Download Source Update 

Errorf

The fix for 1-027 exposes an error in the download logic for the Download 

Source chart sources.  Perviously disabled the update download button if 

the base zipfile is later than the update zipfile.  1-027 eliminated the disable 

code to fix another problem.  Now it is possible to replace the latest charts 

with older ones by downloading an update zipfile that is older than the base 

zipfile

Added check in the two download button subs to 

insure newer charts are not overwritten by older 

charts.

31-Mar-2017 1.7.2.1

1-051 28-Mar-2017 After collection generation 

aborts, the program hangs

If the collection being generated is also in use by OpenCPN (or any other 

application) the chart in use cannot  be deleed.  The program did no 

always recognize the issue and properly abort the collection generation.  

Added code to force an abort if the collection 

folder cannot be deleted before starting the 

collection copy.  This will leave the collection 

folder only partially generated.

31-Mar-2017 1.7.2.1 The next geenration of the collection 

will pick up the missing charts.  

Really need to determine if any chart 

in the collection is in use before 

starting the generation, but that 

would require a lot of processing for 

large collections.

1-013 13-Apr-2016 Last Mod date for Catalog Using the WebResponse class to get the date time of URL works for the 

NOAA and USACE servers, but that does not for catalogs on the GitHub 

server.  For the later the response is always the current date.  The problem 

may be due the https url for GitHub vrs. the http url for the other servers.

Cannot find a fix for this issue, so I have 

commented out the date check for  the GitHub 

catalogs.

My goal on the non-NOAA/USACE 

charts is to acquire them from their 

source, not Github, so for now I am 

not working on a solution to this 

issue.

1-024 28-Jun-2016 Area Criteria in Collections The find members does not acturately find members if the east and west 

longitudes are of different signs.  Don't know the extent of the problem, but 

it definitely did not work for a west lon of -20 and an east lon of 0.  If I 

changed the east lon to -1 it appears to pick up the charts correctly.  With 0 

the routine finds no members.  Thought I tested this with these kinds of 

combinations

1-025 23-Jul-2016 Brasil ti-10 File Name One chart in the Brasil library has different id (ti-10) on the webpage than 

the name of the downloaded BBS file (TI_10.BSB).  The program does not 

find the file because it is looking for a file name with a dash rather than an 

underscore.

 I allowed for a reference name for the BSB file to 

be different than the chart ID, I just haven't 

implemented it.

1-033 11-Sep-2016 KAP only chart sets Tried to add Pilot Charts from the OpenCPN site to the Chart Catalog form.  

The chart sets for these charts contain only KAP file, no BSB.  The 

program uses the BSB file has the base entry for each chart set.  Need to 

find a way to process charts that have only KAP files.

1-041 26-Oct-2016 Download ORNC in Chart 

Collections

Chart Collections does not appear to be picking up the new zipfile date 

after an ORNC chart has been download.  Specifically this happening with 

the Brasil/HTML charts

I was able to get around the problem 

by downloading the problem charts in 

the ORNCCatalog form.

1-047 26-Feb-2017 Reload of Other RNC Charts 

form

When the Other RNC form is re-activated after the Catalog Creator has 

been called from that form, the chart list for the active catalog is empty, 

needs to be reloaded from the new catalog.

1-049 26-Feb-2017 chart in zip does not have 

same ID and zipfile name

At least one chart in the Brasil HTML page is in a zipfile with a different 

name than the chart ID.  In this case the zipfile is 4032A.zip, but the BSB 

file unzipped is 4110.BSB.  There are also cases with multiple BSB files in 

a single zip file.  Both of these situation result in the catalog missing some 

charts that are available.  This is similar to 1-025.

The way to fix this is to disregard the zipfile name 

when downloading the charts.  Unzip the contents 

into a temp directory, then pick up each BSB and 

associated KAP and put into a directory of the 

name from the NU field in the BSB file.  This will 

require a significant rewrite of the unzip process.  

This process could also be used to handle zipfiles 

with only KAP files (no BSB) such as the Pilot 

charts from OpenCPN in bug 1-033.

The problem with the potential fix is 

that the program is very catalog 

dependent.  The program determines 

that a chart has been updated by 

comparing the contents of the 

catalog to the BSB file in the library.  

However in this case the the BSB file 

and its folder will have a name 

different that the catalog entry.

1-052 1-Jul-2017 Edit Collection Name Clicking thte EDIT button shd allow the collecton name to be modified.  

However the EDIT button shd change to "SAVE" to make the change 

n/a n/a Not sure if I fixed this or it just went 

away.  Appears to be working OK1-053 31-Oct-2017 USACE URL Changed USACE changed the URLs for the chart catalog and the buoy overlay.  

This demonstrated that the program does not contain a warning when a 

URL is invalid

Corrected the URLs and added code in the 

GetURLLastModifiedDate subroutine to notify 

when the request returns an error.

31-Oct-2017 1.7.4.3

1-054 9-Nov-2017 USACE Buoy File URL 

wrong

Appears I broke the process for downloading the Buoy overlay file in the 

last update.  The URL now downloads a catalog xml file instead of a zip 

file.  I suspect the USACE is getting ready to issue Buoy files by area 

This appears to have started working again after I 

updated the USACE URL for 1-062.

21-Sep-2019 1.7.9.1

1-055 n/a n/a Number never assigned to a bug

1-056 28-Apr-2018 Corrupted KAP file A few of the most recently downloaded RNC files appear to have corrupted 

KAP files and the chart image will not display.  Since the previous chart 

version was overwritten I cannot restore the charts, just wait for NOAA to 

provide a corrected KAP file.  Begs the need for backup copies of the 

downloaded files.

n/a n/a n/a This turned out to be a bug in 

OpenCPN



ChartManager Bug Fix Record
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1-057 24-Jun-2018 Invalid Index for ComboBox In the Chart Catalog Creater.  The program appears to call the BldFileList 

twice.  The second call clears the combobox.

Commented out the second call to BldFileList. 24-Jun-2018 1.7.8.0

1-058 4-Jan-2019 Collection Generation Form This form often goes into "not Responding" mode while generating a new 

or updated chart collection.  The program is not caught in a loop, it will 

complete normally.

Looking into implementing a Background Work 

component in this form to allow the progress 

status to be updated while the collection is being 

generated.

21-Sep-2019 n/a This appears to have been caused 

by errors on the external HD I used 

fro the chart files.  I changed the 

drive and no more hangs.

1-059 10-Jul-2019 ENC Collection Update CheckThe check for an update for an ENC collection compares the date/time of 

the last downloaded file against the date of the zip file on the NOAA server 

based on the entry in the ENC catalog file.  The zip file date can be several 

days later than the dates of the  files contained.  When the files are 

unzipped by the program they retain the date the files were created not the 

date of the zip file.  When the update check is performed the file will appear 

to be out of date, but when it is downloaded the date will still be the 

creation date of the file.  The chart will always appear to be out of date.

Need to use either the Update or 

Issue date from the catalog.  Also 

need to parse those dates from the 

chart file for comparison, but for now 

the creation date will suffice.  The 

Update and Issue dates are in the 

Data Set Identifiation (DSID) record.

1-060 5-Sep-2019 Corrupted Catalog File The USACE catalog file downloaded to day was corrupted.  This causes a 

program abort.  Need to implement a Try-Catch on the openning of this file.  

More importantly need to recover the previous catalog.  Currently I cannot 

access the USACE library becuase there is no valid catalog.

Added try/catch to load of IENC catalog.  

Generates msgbox for possilble corruption of the 

file and clears the catalog file name to disable 

IENC processing until a valid catalog is 

downloaded.  Need to add simillar code for the 

RNC and ENC catalogs.  Also need to backup 

previous catalog and restore it in case of a 

corrupted file.

7-Sep-2019 1.7.9.0

1-061 21-Sep-2019 Drive Changed Changed the drive for all files from G: to I:.  Program throws exception 

when the old drive ID is recovered from the settings file.

Added Try/Catch to the code that initializes the file 

and folder textboxes.  Clears the textboxes in the 

exception handling

21-Sep-2019 1.7.9.1

1-062 21-Sep-2019 USACE IENC catalog URL changedThe USACE changed the url of the catalog file. Modified the url in the program settings. 21-Sep-2019 1.7.9.1 This also requires changing the URL 

in the ChartManagerSettings xml file.  

The only way to do this is to reset all 

of the settings.

1-063 24-Apr-2020 Update Date Check For ENC charts the Update Available date check incorrectly flagged a few 

charts even after the latest chart was downloaded.

Using the Zip file date to determine if a later chart 

was available caused the problem.  The date of 

the files in the zip can be earlier than the date of 

the zip file causing the program to think the zip file 

contains a newr chart.  Now use the Date Last 

Correction (Uadt) instead of the date of the zipfile

24-Apr-2020 1.7.10.1 RNC charts still use the zip file date 

with no problems

1-064 17-Oct-2020 ENC Collection Update CheckThe ENC collections are not detecting updated charts are available. This applies only to the collection processing.  

The ENC libarry process correctly identifies the 

charts that have updates available for download.  

The two processing using different catalog dates 

to determine if a later chart version is available.  

Chgd the Collection check to agree with the 

Library check.  Both now use the issue date 

rather than the update date from the catablog

`0/24 1.7.10.3

1-065 16-Nov-2020 ChartManager won't start When I start ChartManager from either the task bar or the start form, it 

begins to run then stops with no diagnostic or warning.  Neither the initial 

form or the splash screen appear.  There is a bried cursor hour glass as 

the program begins to execute and then nothing.  I can compile and run the 

program from Visual Basic.  I believe this happened some time in the past, 

but if so, I didn't document the bug nor how it was resolved.  There is a 

warning after the program is compliled and executed fro VB that the 

Navigation Library does not have a strong key.  I've never added signing to 

this library and it does not produce the same warning in other applictions 

that use the library.  

I raised the .NET framework fromm 4.6.2 to 4.7 

for the Navigation library.  Still get the warning.  

Recompiled the program, published and installed 

the program.  It runs OK.  Still get the warning on 

the Navigation library.



Files Processed by Chart Manager

Name Type Description Generated By

Argentina xml Argentina RNC Chart Library OpenCPN

ArgentinaCatalog xml Argentina RNC Chart Library with Panel VertecsChartManager

Brasil xml Brasil RNC Chart Library OpenCPN

BrasilCatalog xml Brasil RNC Chart Library with Panel Verteces ChartManager

ChartCatalogMaster xml Other Chart Sources Managed ChartManager

ChartGroup xml Chart Collections Created by ChartManager ChartManager

ENCProdCat xml NOAA ENC Chart Library NOAA

IENCU37ProductsCatalog xml USACE IENC Chart Library USACE

Peru xml Peru RNC Chart Library OpenCPN

PeruCatalog xml Peru RNC Chart Library with Panel Verteces ChartManager

RNCProdCat xml NOAA RNC Chart Library NOAA

NZ Base zip NZ RNC Charts, Base NZ

NZ Update zip NZ RNC Charts, Updates NZ



Downloaded From

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartcatalogs/catalogs/master/AR_RNC_Catalog.xml

na

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartcatalogs/catalogs/master/BR_RNC_Catalog.xml

n/a

n/a

n/a

http://www.charts.noaa.gov/ENCs/ENCProdCat.xml

http://54.235.76.27/ienc/products/catalog/IENCU37ProductsCatalog.xml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartcatalogs/catalogs/master/PE_RNC_Catalog.xml

n/a

http://www.charts.noaa.gov/RNCs/RNCProdCat.xml

http://www.linz.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/ntm/bsb/BSB_BASE.zip

http://www.linz.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/ntm/bsb/BSB_UPDATE.zip



Source URL

Brasil http://www.mar.mil.br/dhn/chm/box-cartas-raster/raster_disponiveis.html
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